
A brief introduction to AMBIT
(Adaptive Mentalization-Based Integrative Treatment)

1. AMBIT a brief introduction

2. AMBIT – explicitly supporting team members to mentalize each other as well as clients

3. AMBIT – systematic mentalizing across complex multiagency networks

4. AMBIT – systematically apply implementation science/foster learning organisations
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The “Hard-to-reach”, Mentalizing, and Learning

Csibra and Gergely

(Eyes and door – W. Rosocha)

An evolved mechanism

for communicating culturally-

specific and cognitively-opaque

“knowledge-about-living”
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Egyed, Kiraly, Gergely

(2013)

Communicating Shared 

Knowledge in Infancy

Psychological Science 

vol. 24 no. 7 1348-1353 
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Making Sense of Mentalizing

Mentalization is the brain activity

…has a MIND

with beliefs, hopes, fears, intentions…

that takes place

when we are making sense of behaviours

(yours, or mine)

??

??

by assuming the agent is mental…





Rejection and distrust
are often purposeful

(they must have 
adaptive value)

This work 
should make 
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anxious 
(shame reduces 
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is the natural 
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networks
(not result of 
malice, etc)

Learning is essential
(and learning what to do is 

easier than how to be)

Making 
sense
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Team around the Worker:
A shift of emphasis
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Mentalization as basic therapeutic stance, AND shared responsibility: 

sustaining our colleagues’ Mentalizing – “holding their rope”
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Nobody ever argued 
“What we need is more dis-integrated working!”

…so why do we keep doing it?

1. Reconfiguring expectations
Dis-integration is the natural resting state 

of complex multi-agency systems, not just aberration/failure!  

2. Reducing professional shame
Dis-integration is very rarely an intentional act;

it is usually a predictable system-driven response, each time similar, but different. 
Shame reduces help-seeking, increases secrecy. 

3. Rethinking reorganisations
Teleological system reorganisation (alone) is never going to be enough.  

Understanding (mentalizing) across systems is required, too

3. Helping systems require mind-mindedness too…
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LEVELS OF 

DISINTEGRATION
Young Person Parent/carer 

Other agency 

(actual person)  

Other agency 
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Explanation 
‘What’s  the problem?

Intervention
‘What to do?’

(that might help…)

Responsibility
‘Who does what?’

(who’s responsible?)
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Dis-integration Grid – map the key Connecting Conversations
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